
APPLICATION TIPS 

1. Even out skin tone and hide imperfections with a light application of Skin Tint Cream-to-Powder.
2. Use fingertips or the Flat Eyeshadow Brush to apply I Believe in Pink on to eyelids, softly blending out above 
 the crease toward brow bones.
3. Sweep Tale of Tangerine under lower lashes, blending downward and onto the upper cheekbones just under eyes.
4. Brush I Believe in Pink on to apples of cheeks. Use the Face Blender Brush to diffuse color up toward the temples 
 and blend up to Tale of Tangerine placement.
5. Use the Lip Brush to saturate lips with I Believe in Pink. Line lips with the tip of the brush.
6. Apply multiple layers of Blue Mascara to upper lashes to give this romantic look a graphic edge. 

We have 3 face charts we need done. First priority are Neon Muse and Bohemian Bride. Then Ice 
Queen. Neon Muse is pretty vibrant - Our artist said they may be hard to match with CMYK and 
recommended

Pantone 801, 927 and 905 in the pastels and neons coated book match best.

Let me know if you have any other questions!

Thanks,
Jamie
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APPLICATION TIPS 

1. Even out skin tone and hide imperfections with a light application of Skin Tint Cream-to-Powder.
2. Using the Flat Eyeshadow Brush, stipple I Believe in Pink pigment powder starting from the inner corner of the eye half way 
 across the eyelid. Really press the powder into the skin for complete saturation. Layer for intensity.
3. On the outer half of the eyelid, blend Burnt Copper Bronzed with the Eye Blender Brush into I Believe in Pink creating 
 a soft muted glow.
4. Line eyes with Twig Eye Definer on top and bottom. Blend into lash line using the Detail Brush and set with Burnt Copper.
5. Apply Shimmer Rose Brilliant under the brow and the inner corner of the eye.
6. For the cheeks, apply a very small amount of I Believe in Pink with the fingertip high up on the cheek bone, not on the apples 
 of the cheek. This will give a more mature look. Blend using Blush Contour Brush with Shimmer Rose Brilliant working back 
 toward the temple.  
7. Coat lashes in Black using Lash Essential mascara. For a night out, consider tipping the lashes with the bold neon green or 
 blue mascara to add contrast.
8. On the lips, finish the look by applying I Believe in Pink with the fingertip. Use several layers for intensity. 
 Finally, use Flicker Colour Luxe over the top to add shine.
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